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Case studies 
 
This section contains the following four case studies: 
 
Case study 1: Aberdeen Grain 
Case study 2: Albert Bartlett 
Case study 3: Craigie’s Farm Shop and Café  
Case study 4: Stewart Tower Dairy 
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Case study 1: Aberdeen Grain 

Aberdeen Grain is a farmer-owned co-operative. It offers members an integrated transport, drying, 
storage and marketing service for their grain. To become a member, farmers invest their capital, take up 
their shares, commit to a certain amount of storage space and then deliver grain to that storage space. 
 
Aberdeen Grain has appointed a board to run its business affairs. This board has appointed Openfield - a 
farmer’s co-operative in its own right - to provide its general management and marketing services. 
Openfield manage and market other stores across the UK and have a very good understanding of the 
marketing and operational challenges faced by these businesses.  
 
The process for Aberdeen Grain members is as follows: 
 
• ten months before harvest, Openfield advise Aberdeen Grain members what the market wants 
• members grow the product (for example, oats, barley, oilseed rape) 
• members harvest the product 
• haulier picks up allotted amount of grain quickly after harvest - this means that grower doesn’t have to 

worry about how to store or condition the crop 
• grain is dried, then stored and ventilated in state-of-the-art facilities that monitor regularly for 

infestation, damp and fungal growth 
• quality of each load is checked before it leaves the store 
• load is sent out to end users. 
 
Two members comment on why they joined the co-operative: 
 
‘A big plus of being a member of Aberdeen Grain is that I know my malting barley will always find a 
market. There is none of the uncertainty I used to have.’ 
 
‘I have learned over time to leave grain marketing to the professionals. Aberdeen Grain always get a 
better price than I could have done myself.’ 
 
The following questions are based on this case study. However, you will also need to use the 
knowledge and understanding you have gained while studying National 5 Business Management 
to answer them.  
 
1 State which sector Aberdeen Grain and Openfield operate in. 
 
2 Describe the characteristics of a co-operative. 

 
3 Identify an example of a co-operative.   

 
4 From the case study, identify three business aims for Aberdeen Grain. 

 
5 Identify stakeholders from the case study and describe how they could influence Aberdeen Grain. 

 
6 Identify three external factors that would explain why farmers would choose to be a member of 

Aberdeen Grain rather than remain an independent grower. 
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Case study 2: Albert Bartlett 
 
Albert Bartlett & Sons (Airdrie) Limited supply potatoes from their grower and production network across 
Scotland, England, Ireland, Scotland and Jersey to a variety of customers. They began operating in 
France and the USA in 2012. 
 
Customer satisfaction is key to their success. Customers include Sainsburys, Morrisons and Asda as well 
as many different restaurants, hotels and wholesalers. 
 
Suppliers are selected on the basis of the ongoing quality of their product. Albert Bartlett take 10kg 
samples from each supplier once a month to check skin finish and general quality. 
Suppliers all have refrigerated sheds/stores which means that after they harvest their potatoes in 
September/October each year, they can store them for up to a year without impairing their quality.  
 
This technology also makes it possible for Albert Bartlett to place orders to the growers for the exact 
number and type of potatoes they need the week before they are washed, packaged and delivered to the 
customer.  
 
Suppliers pre-sort potatoes into correct amounts and sizes before they are taken to the state-of-the-art 
production plant in Airdrie. Different types of packaging are used for different customers, ranging from 
plastic bags for supermarkets to paper bags and cardboard boxes for wholesale, restaurants and hotels. 
 
Once in the factory, the potatoes are washed and packed within 24 hours and put in a cold storage unit 
before being sent out to customers in refrigerated lorries.   
 
Albert Bartlett ask potato breeders to breed new varieties of potatoes with specific characteristics, and 
then buy the rights to these varieties. Examples are Anya, Vivaldi and the famous Rooster potato - the 
first branded potato to have a ‘patent’.  
 
Albert Bartlett have won awards for their responsible environmental approach. On their farms, they have 
long rotations and minimise the use of pesticides. At their production sites they recycle most materials 
including packaging, paper, ink, cardboard, wood, metal, water and even soil, which is used in riverbank 
restoration.  
 
The following questions are based on this case study. However, you will also need to use the 
knowledge and understanding you have gained while studying National 5 Business Management 
to answer them.  
 
1  a  In which sector does Albert Bartlett Operate? 
 b  What type of business organisation is Albert Bartlett? 
 
2 The case study identifies four factors that maximise customer service.  

a  Identify these factors   
b  Give reasons for their importance. 

 
3 From the case study, describe the way Albert Bartlett manage their stock. 

 
4 Albert Bartlett operates a strict quality control system. Outline the quality control process he uses, 

from grower to supermarket shelf. 
 

5 Give reasons Albert Bartlett have managed to compete so effectively with a product that is already 
widely available in the market. 

 
6 State the environmental issues associated with this type of business, and give ways Albert Bartlett 

responded to these issues.  
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Case study 3: Craigie’s Farm Shop and Café  
The Sinclair family own and run West Craigie farm, which operates as Craigie’s Farm Shop and Café. 
The farm grows soft fruit, vegetables, cereals and potatoes. The soft fruit crops are sold in the shop 
ready-picked, or customers can pick their own. 
 
West Craigie is a family farm, but as the business has expanded, the Sinclairs have had to take on more 
and more staff. Because they are a diverse business, they use different ways of recruiting, selecting and 
training different staff for different positions.  
 
They are keen for all staff to share their commitment to sustainable farming and customer satisfaction and 
when they join, staff are given a copy of the handbook about Craigie’s policies and the vision and aims of 
the business. 
 
The Sinclairs use the following recruitment methods: 
• senior management - ‘head hunter’ or recruit from within 
• full time shop/café staff - agency or CVs 
• part time and seasonal shop/café - CVs  
• farm seasonal staff - through Concordia, who administer the SAWS work permits for the government. 

When the Sinclairs select applicants, they tend not to put too much weight on interviews and always put 
new employees on a probation period because their attitude and values are key to the business and its 
success. 

All full time staff have a personal development plan, which is reviewed three times a year. The Sinclair’s 
plan to link this to performance bonuses. Each member of staff has an individual training record and all 
staff receive training that relates to the area they work in. 

The following questions are based on this case study. However, you will also need to use the 
knowledge and understanding you have gained while studying National 5 Business Management 
to answer them.  
 
1 In which sector does Craigie’s Farm Shop and Café operate? 
 
2 Give two reasons why Craigie’s use different recruitment methods for different people.     

 
3 Identify and describe the two key stages in any recruitment process - no matter what the position. 

 
4 Identify and describe three other ways that Craigie’s could use to select staff other than the ones 

outlined in the case study. 
 

5 Each member of Craigie’s staff has an individual training record and receives training for the area they 
work in.   
A) Describe the role of training in any business organisation 

      B) Identify and describe the two main training methods. 
 
6 a Why is it important to retain staff?  
 b What are the two main ways that managers can influence staff motivation? 
 c Suggest one additional way that Craigie’s could motivate staff 
 
7 Describe the reason for the following pieces of legislation: 

• National Minimum Wage Act    
• EU Working Time Directive  
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Case study 4: Stewart Tower Dairy 
 
Stewart Tower Dairy is a mixed arable and dairy farm of 420 acres. In 2005 owners Neil and Linsey Butler 
decided to diversify because of the developing trend for major retailers to buy in bulk and drive down the 
price of milk. Stewart Tower Dairy was a small business, and was a ‘price taker’ rather than a ‘price 
maker’ in the supply chain. Profits were decreasing. 
 
The Butlers decided to try to add value to the milk produced by the cows at Stewart Tower Farm. At first 
they thought about producing cream, butter or yogurt. They then hit on the idea of producing high quality, 
artisan ice cream. They came to this decision because: 
 
• nobody else in their area (Perthshire) manufactures ice cream 
• ice cream is relatively easy to make and store 
• it appeals to all segments of the market. 
 
They couldn’t compete with mass producers of ice cream such as Mackie’s and decided to focus instead 
on a high end, quality product. The Butlers therefore went to Italy to learn to make gelato-style ice cream. 
This is lower fat, lighter and creamier than the American-style ice creams that dominate the UK market. 
They invested in Italian ice-cream machinery and restored and converted the old horse-engine house on 
the farm into the Round House ice cream parlour and coffee shop.  
 
Stewart Tower Dairy is famous for its many flavours and it promotes seasonal flavours such as Crème 
Egg and Christmas Pudding in the shop, on the website and on the facebook page. 
 
Because visitors are looking for a destination as well as ice cream, the Butlers have also developed a 
coffee shop and farm shop that sells local meat, fruit, vegetables, cheeses, cards and gifts. 
 
Stewart Tower Dairy distributes its ice cream to local chefs, delicatessens, other farm shops, Crieff Hydro, 
Harvey Nicols and Gleneagles hotel. 
 
The Butlers have developed a good relationship with local schools, and hold an ice cream recipe 
competition every year. 
 
The following questions are based on this case study. However, you will also need to use the 
knowledge and understanding you have gained while studying National 5 Business Management 
to answer them.  
 
1 Which sector does Stewart Tower Dairy operate in? 
 
2 Identify and describe the external factors that influenced the Butlers’ decision to diversify. 

 
3 Explain the term ‘add value’. 

 
4 Identify and describe the four elements of the marketing mix. 

 
5 From the case study, identify the brand image and USP of the Stewart Tower Dairy product.  
 
6 Outline the promotional strategy for Stewart Tower Dairy.  

Suggest another way that the business could be promoted.  
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Expected responses 
 
This section contains the expected responses for the following four case studies: 
 
Case study 1: Aberdeen Grain 
Case study 2: Albert Bartlett 
Case study 3: Craigie’s Farm Shop and Café  
Case study 4: Stewart Tower Dairy 
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Examples of responses – Case study 1: Aberdeen Grain 
 
Please note that learners are not expected to cover all these points when they answer the questions to the case study. Teachers can use them as 
discussion points with learners when they go over the answers. 
 
Question      Examples of responses 
 
1 State which sector Aberdeen Grain   Aberdeen Grain and Openfield operate in the tertiary or third sector. 
and Openfield operate in. 
 
2 Define the characteristics of a    A co-operative is a type of business organisation that exists to serve its members. 
co-operative.      Co-operatives operate in different sectors of the economy including farming,    
       banking, food retail and housing. 
 
       The members are the owners. They have an equal say in what the co-operative    
       does, and help create the strategies and shape the decisions of the co-operative. 
 
       Co-operatives are usually formed because individual members can do better by    
       working together. A co-operative shares its profits fairly amongst its members,    
       rather than rewarding outside investors. 
 
        
3 Identify an example of a co-operative.  Candidates can give their own examples.  
 
Question      Examples of responses 
       
4 From the case study, identify three   Identifiable aims are to: 
business aims for Aberdeen Grain. 

• provide an efficient infrastructure for members 
• improve profitability and competitiveness of members 
• provide customers with a high quality product and efficient service 

 
 
5 Identify three stakeholders from   Responses could include any of the following:  
 the case study and describe how  
they could influence Aberdeen Grain.  Aberdeen Grain co-operative members 
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• They have an equal say in how the board manages and runs the business, and in the profits.  
• They can influence decisions and business strategies. 

 
       Aberdeen Grain board 

• The board has been appointed to manage and market the business.  
• It can influence business strategy and decisions too, and can persuade members of the benefits 

of a particular course of action. 
 
       Openfield 

• Openfield have been appointed to provide general management and marketing services.  
• They can influence the price that members get for their product, and also the profit that they 

make.  
• They can influence strategy in terms of operations and marketing. 

 
            
Question      Examples of responses 
        
       Customers 

• Customers influence revenue by choosing to buy the product or not. 
• They can affect the reputation of the co-operative by their opinions. 

 

6. From the case study, identify four   Responses could include any of the following:   
external factors that would explain   
why a farmer would choose to be a   Technological 
member of Aberdeen Grain rather than  There are existing state-of-the-art facilities for drying, storing and ventilating 
remain independent.      grain for the farmer to use.    
  
       This prevents infestation, damp and fungal growth and maintains quality. 
       Growers therefore don’t have to worry about providing and maintaining these    
       facilities themselves. 
         
       
          Economic 
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       Members can negotiate a better price because of the guaranteed quality and    
       quantity of grain - a collective approach gives them more leverage in the market. 
 
       Competition 
       By working co-operatively, members can provide customers with a known quantity   
       and quality of product all the year round.  
 
       Customers also know where the grain comes from.  
       There is an existing, efficient infrastructure. 
       These factors make Aberdeen Grain members able to compete much more    
       effectively than they would if they remained independent growers. 
 
 
Examples of responses – Case study 2: Albert Bartlett 
 
Please note that learners are not expected to cover all these points when they answer the questions to the case study. Teachers can use them as 
discussion points with learners when they go over the answers. 
 
Question      Examples of responses 
 
1a In which sector does Albert Bartlett   Albert Bartlett operates in the tertiary or third sector. 
operate? 
 
1b What type of business organisation is  Albert Bartlett is a private limited company. A private limited company has members 
 Albert Bartlett?     who own shares in the company. Directors are responsible for running the     
       company, and often own shares - although they don’t have to. 
 
       A private limited company is ‘limited by shares’. This means that the shareholders’ 
       responsibilities for the company’s financial liabilities are limited to the value of the   
       shares that they own but haven’t paid for.  
 
       Company directors aren’t personally responsible for debts the business can’t pay if  
       it fails, unless they have broken the law. 
 
        
1 The case study identifies three factors  The three factors that maximise customer service are: 
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that maximise customer service.  
Outline what these factors are, and why  1  Effective quality control all through the production process - this ensures that 
they are important to customers.   customers get a consistently high quality product to sell on to their customers. 
       2  Established infrastructure - this ensures that the product goes through each    
       stage of the process quickly and efficiently, and that customers get the product    
       on time to meet their own customer demand 
       3 The product is packaged exactly the way that customers want (number, type and   
       size of potatoes) - again, to meet their own customer demand. 
          
Question      Examples of responses 
 
2 From the case study, describe how  All suppliers to Albert Bartlett must have refrigerated sheds/stores to store their   
Albert Bartlett manages its stock.   potatoes. After harvesting the potatoes, suppliers can store the potatoes in these    
       sheds for up to a year. This means that Albert Bartlett can order the specific    
       numbers and types of potatoes required by its customers and have them     
       delivered to its production site as and when it needs them, with no wastage.    
       
3 How has Albert Bartlett managed to   Albert Bartlett has put resources into researching and developing new, high 
compete so effectively with a product that  quality potatoes with specific characteristics that will appeal to different segments of  is already 
widely available in the market?   the market. For example, it has asked breeders to breed varieties such as  Anya, Vivaldi and  
       Rooster potatoes. It then buys the rights to these varieties, brands them and markets them  
       according to their special qualities. The Rooster is the first branded potato to have a ‘patent’, and it 
       has been so successful that it is now being sold in the USA.  

 
4 What are the environmental issues  Environmental issues could arise on the farm because of overuse of  
associated with this type of business, and  chemicals and pesticides and damage to land and wildlife because of 
how has Albert Bartlett responded to these  overfarming. Issues such as energy consumption, water wastage and packaging 
issues?      could be bad for the environment. 
 
       Albert Bartlett has tackled these issues by: 
 

• limiting use of pesticides and using long rotations on its farms 
• using recyclable materials on its production site - including soil - which is used for riverbank 

restoration. 
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Examples of responses – Case study 3: Craigie’s Farm Shop and Cafe 
 
Please note that learners are not expected to cover all these points when they answer the questions to the case study. Teachers can use them as 
discussion points with learners when they go over the answers. 
 
Question      Examples of responses 
 
1  In which sector does Craigie’s   Craigie’s Farm Shop and Café  operates in both the primary and tertiary sectors. 
Farm Café and Shop operate? 
 
2  Describe three different  recruitment  The Sinclairs use the following three different recruitment methods, amongst others: 
methods the Sinclairs use.  
       1  They use agencies or ‘head hunters who are highly skilled and specialise in    
       finding people with the necessary qualifications, skills and experience to fill senior 
       management roles’.  
       2 They also fill senior management positions from within, because they already    
       know the staff and understand which set of skills, qualifications, experience and    
       attitude are best for which post. 
       3  They use Concordia to help them recruit seasonal staff, and to administer the    
       SAWS permits for the government.  
        
 
3  Identify and describe the first two key   The first two key stages in any recruitment process are: 
stages in any recruitment process.   
       Job description - this explains the work that has to be done and usually sets out   
       the job title, location of the work and the main tasks of the employee. 
 
       Person specification - this lists the individual qualities of the person required - for  
       example, their qualifications, skills and experience. 
 
 
4 Explain how the SAWS scheme operates. The Seasonal Agricultural Workers Scheme allows farmers and growers in the UK 
       to recruit low-skilled  overseas workers to do short-term agricultural work. The    
       scheme works on a quota basis, so that farmers and growers who participate can  
       employ a fixed number of overseas workers each year.  
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       Applicants must be a national of Bulgaria or Romania. If they are successful, they   
       will get a work card which gives them permission to work in the UK under the    
       scheme for a maximum six months. 
 
       The scheme is managed by nine approved operators, who issue a fixed number of 
       work cards to operators. 
 
       SAWS workers can do low-skilled work, including: 
 
       planting and gathering crops 
       processing and packing of crops 
       handling livestock. 
 
        
Question      Examples of responses 
        
       Workers will be paid the Agricultural Minimum Wage and will be given     
       suitable accommodation by the farmer or grower who employs them. 
   
 
 
5 Suggest three methods (apart from those Craigie’s could also use these methods of assessing and selecting staff: 
outlined in the case study) that Craigie’s 
could use to assess and select staff  1  Presentation 
       2  role-play  
       3  tests 
 
 
6 Each member of Craigie’s staff has   
an individual training record and receives  
training for the area they work in.   
 
a What is the role of training in any business Training helps staff to understand their role and responsibilities so they can 
organisation?     do their job. Training helps staff to learn new skills - for example, personal or 
       management skills - and to increase their productivity and efficiency. 
 
b Identify and describe the two main training On-the-job training - where experienced members of staff explain a job or a skill 
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methods 
       Off-the-job training - where outside experts such as colleges, specialist training    
       centres or consultants are paid to explain a job or skill. 
 
7 Employers need to follow certain laws 
to protect employees. Describe the reason 
for the following pieces of legislation: 
 
a  National Minimum Wage Act (1999)  This Act guarantees workers a minimum hourly wage, and protects them from  
       being exploited by employers. 
 
b  EU Working Time Directive   This puts a limit on the number of hours that staff can work in a week. It also    
       protects them from being exploited by employers and forced to work longer hours   
       than is reasonable. 
 
Examples of responses – Case study 4: Stewart Tower Dairy 
 
Please note that learners are not expected to cover all these points when they answer the questions to the case study. Teachers can use them as 
discussion points with learners when they go over the answers. 
 
Question      Examples of responses 
 
1  Which sector does Stewart Tower Dairy Stewart Tower Dairy operates in all three sectors - Primary, Secondary and  
operate in?      Tertiary. It produces the raw materials needed to make ice cream,      
       manufactures the ice cream and then sells it in the shop.  
 
2  Identify and describe the external factors External factors are as follows: 
that influenced the Butlers’ decision to    
diversify into making artisan ice cream.  Economic 
       Major retailers such as supermarkets have the buying power to buy in bulk and  
       force the price of milk down. Producing milk isn’t as profitable as it has been in the   
       past. 
 
       Competitive 
       Stewart Tower Dairy is a small supplier, and couldn’t compete with other, larger    
       suppliers of milk in the chain. They also couldn’t compete with mass producers of  
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       cream, butter and yogurt, so they decided to go down the quality/artisan ice cream   
       route. 
 
3  Explain the term ‘add value’. Give  A business has to buy raw materials/resources before it can turn these into a 
an example of this from the case study.  product to sell to customers. A business adds value when the selling price of 
       an item produced is higher than the cost of all the resources used to make it. For 
       example, Stewart Tower Dairy uses the milk it has available on the farm 
       to make a tub of ice cream. It then charges for each cone, tub or sundae it sells to   
       customers from that tub. The total selling price for that tub of ice cream is higher    
       than the cost of the raw ingredients that went into making it. The profit made is the   
       value that has been added during production. 
 
Question      Examples of responses 
 
4 Identify and describe the four elements The four elements of the marketing mix are: 
of the marketing mix    Product - this is the good or service that is sold to customers or other businesses. 
        
       Customers buy a product to meet a need. The business therefore needs to    
       concentrate on making a product that meets their customers’ needs and appeals 
       to their target market to stand out from the competition. This is called product 
       differentiation. 
 
       Price - there is a different between cost and price. Costs are what the business has 
       to pay to make the product. Price is what the business charges customers for the   
       product. Businesses have  to think carefully about price. They have to think about: 
 
       customers - if they charge too much, customers won’t buy the product. If they    
       charge too little, the customer might think the product is poor quality.  
       competitors - the business has to be aware of what its competitors are charging. If 
       you charge a lot more than your competitors, then customers will buy from your 
       competitors instead 
       cost - a business has to make a profit, and it can only do this if the price covers the 
       costs of making the product. 
 
       Promotion - a business needs to advertise and promote its products and services   
       to make its customers aware of them. It can use advertising, special     
       offers/promotions, personal selling or direct marketing to reach customers. 
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       Place - a business needs to decide where or how to distribute its product. It  
       can do this through: 
Question      Examples of responses 
 
       retailers - either its own shops or other people’s shops 
       mail order 
      
       internet selling or e-commerce - a website can be used for both promotion and    
       distribution   
 
5  From the case study, identify the brand The Butlers differentiated their ice cream from their competitors by making Italian 
image and USP of the Stewart Tower Dairy gelato-style ice cream. This is a high quality, artisan brand, with lots of unusual and 
product.       interesting flavours. 
 
        The USP of the product is that it is lower fat, lighter and creamier version than    
        traditional American-style ice creams, which dominate the UK market. The Butlers   
        went to Italy to learn how to make gelato and brought special Italian equipment and   
        their expertise back home with them. There are no other ice cream manufacturers   
        like them in Perthshire.  
 
6  Outline the promotional strategy for   Stewart Tower Dairy promotes its product through: 
Stewart Tower Dairy. Suggest another  
way that the business could be promoted. creating a destination for ice cream via the ice cream parlour, coffee shop and farm 
        shop 
        creating and promoting seasonal flavours of ice cream to attract customers 
        advertising on its website - with a facebook page available 
        developing its relationships with local chefs, restaurants and schools 
        negotiating the sale of its product in other farm shops 
        negotiating the sale of its product in high quality stores such as Harvey Nicols 
        negotiating the sale of its product to luxury hotels such as Gleneagles and Crieff    
        Hydro. 
 
        The last three points also indicate how Stewart Tower distributes its product.   
 
Question      Examples of responses 
        Additional idea for promotion will be candidate’s own.   
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The following sources were used in the research for these case studies: 
 
 
Neil Butler, owner, Stewart Tower Dairy 
(www.stewart-tower.co.uk) 
 
Co-operatives UK  
(www.creatives.uk.coop/what-co-operative) 
          
Companies House  
(www.companieshouse.gov.uk) 
 
Bruce Ferguson, Scottish General Manager, Openfield and Board member of Aberdeen Grain 
(www.openfield.co.uk) 
(www.aberdeengrain.co.uk) 
      
GOV.UK  
(www.gov.uk/business-legal-structures) 
 
Ally Graham, Procurement and Technical Assistant, Albert Bartlett 
(www.albertbartlett.co.uk) 
 
John Sinclair, owner, Craigie’s Farm Shop and Café 
(www.craigies.co.uk) 
 
SQA 
(www.sqa.org.uk) 
 
National 5 Business Management Course Specification 
National 5 Business Management Course Assessment Specification 
 
Understanding Business (National 5) Unit Specification 
Management of Marketing and Operations (National 5) Unit Specification 
Management of People and Finance (National 5) Unit Specification 
 
National 5 Business Management Course Support Notes 
 
Unit Support Notes - Understanding Business (National 5) 
Unit Support Notes - Management of Marketing and Operations (National 5) 
Unit Support Notes - Management of People and Finance (National 5) 
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